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Abstract

Atmospheric parameters particularly relevant for the various published techniques on laser guide star based adaptive-
optics systems are briefly described. Distinction is made between statistical and non-statistical techniques for retrieving the
absolute tip-tilt term and problem of the removal of conical anisoplanatism.  1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction the usage of LGSs as adaptive optics beacons (Foy
& Labeyrie, 1985; Happer et al., 1994). The first two

Laser guide stars are artificial beacons used by issues rely on techniques adopted to retrieve the
astronomical adaptive-optics modules in order to absolute tip-tilt (Belen’kii, 1996; Ragazzoni et al.,
perform, in principle, full sky coverage with diffrac- 1995; Ragazzoni, 1997), otherwise unavailable using
tion-limited capabilities. While the extent of the purely LGS beacons. Regarding the third technique,
operability of laser guide stars (LGSs) is mainly a we give a brief discussion of the 3-D mapping used
technological issue (the adoption of natural guide to remove conical anisoplanatism, and the possibility
stars (NGSs) imposes fundamental limits on adaptive of extending the usable field of view via multi-
optics due to photon shot noise, which inhibits an conjugate adaptive optics is briefly dealt with.
appreciable sky coverage, especially at the shorter
wavelengths), its effectiveness still depends upon
turbulence parameters. 2.1. Statistical approaches to tilt retrieval

LGSs introduced new concepts into the world of
real-time atmospheric-disturbance compensation, Statistical techniques aim to derive the absolute
such as the conical effect and the absolute tilt tip-tilt term by proper averaging of some tilt com-
retrieval problem; in this paper we point out that site ponent in the hope that the averaged figure is close to
characterization and/or local atmospheric parameters zero with sufficient accuracy.
are affected by these new concepts. In the published techniques the last figure depends

mainly on both the outer scale, L , and the isokinetic0

patch size, which partly depends on the aperture
2. Parameters affecting several LGS-based diameter of the telescope used to sense the tilt. It is
techniques well known that, under similar circumstances, the

isokinetic patch size depends inversely on the
2We briefly discuss the atmospheric parameters weighted mean altitude of the C (h) distribution, or,N

relevant to three different technical issues related to in other words, on the quantity
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optics, the goodness of such a hypothesis is masked`

by the non-coherent movement of the various layers2EhC (h)dhN affecting the incoming light beam.
0˜ ]]]]h 5 . (1)`

2 2.3. Conical anisoplanatism removalEC (h)dhN

0
Conical removal is usually accomplished by stitch-

˜Here we only recall that a rough estimation of h ing or 3-D tomography (Tallon & Foy, 1990). In this
can be obtained through scintillation, normalized to case the number of required LGS beacons is approxi-
an independent measurement of r . Because most0 mately equal to the number of significant different
seeing monitors rely on the differential image motion layers. Scidar techniques can easily account for the
of a star, maybe a simple modification could allow relative strength and altitude of the perturbing layers,

2the determination of the scintillation of one of the provided C (h) can be described asN
detected images of the observed star and the deriva-

p˜tion of h. 2 2C (h) 5OC (i) 3 d(h 2 h ). (2)N N i
i51

2.2. Other approaches to tilt retrieval
In order to characterize a site from the point of

view of the feasibility or effectiveness of using 3-DAgain, the isoplanatic patch size is very important
mapping, two approaches can be followed:the auxiliary telescopes or LGS projector techniques

relying on some NGS for absolute gauging. This
• To establish a percentage of turbulence to benumber will state the crowdedness of the rails where

removed (e.g. 95%) and to find out the probabilitythe auxiliary apertures have to move, or the time
distribution for accomplishing such a target with adelay between two re-adjustments of the auxiliary
given number, p, of layers; ordevices to track the auxiliary NGS in the field of

• To establish a maximum number of LGS beacons,view of the LGS.
imposed by technical or budget considerations,Propagation delay (PD) techniques can strongly
and assess the probability distribution of whatdepend upon the high-frequency power of the col-
fraction of the total turbulence can be removed.lected tilt. This depends on the inner-scale measure-

ments. Usually inner-scale measurements are made
Of course, the two concepts can be further compli-in situ or using ground-to-ground optical paths.

cated because one might like to know of anyRecently, however, scintillation experiments have
correlation with other atmospheric parameters. More-been performed to assess inner-scale figures using
over one can group layers with slightly differentNGSs as reference beacons. Provided developments
altitudes and find out what deterioration in per-in PD techniques make the latter attractive from the
formance is obtained. For istance, three layersimplementation point of view, the inner-scale issue
grouped within a few km could be much better thanshould be considered for the practical design of the
only two layers located several km apart from eachabsolute tilt reconstructor.
other.The near term prediction (NTP) technique can be

Unless a great number of scidar measurements isused to retrieve absolute tilt using a very faint NGS
made, this information is totally missing for ain the isoplanatic patch of the scientific target. This
specific site, and it is hard to assess the truetechnique relies on the possibility of making a short-
performance achievable with multiple-LGS adaptive-term prediction of the incoming wavefront in the
optics systems.central region where the LGS is usually fired. The

last task is very simplified if 3-D mapping is
performed and the Taylor hypothesis is assumed.We
leave discussion of the first point until the next 3. Conclusions
subsection. Concerning the Taylor hypothesis, it
should be mentioned that using NGS-based adaptive In the near future LGS-based adaptive optics could
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